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Recognition of the Making on Integrated Circuit 
Chips Based On the Hybrid Fourier-AFMT 

Yee Ming Chen1 Jen-Hong Chiang2

Abstract-In this paper, an automatic optical inspection system 
incorporating optical character recognition (OCR) is employed 
to inspect markings on integrated circuit (IC) chips. Here, we 
present a novel OCR-based method for character recognition 
based on the features extracted from the integrated discrete 
wavelet and the hybrid Fourier-AFMT framework (DWF-
AFMT) which is fast and yields better results as compared to 
basic Fourier Mellin Transform. We focus on the computation 
of a new set of invariant features allowing the classification of 
multi-oriented and multi-scaled patterns. Discrete Wavelet 
transform was used to smooth and preserve the local edges 
after image decomposition, making the character images less 
sensitive to shape distortion whilst Fourier-AFMT served to 
produce a translation, rotation and scale invariant feature, 
Multiple DWF-AFMT features could be used to form a 
reference invariant feature through the linearity property of 
Fourier-AFMT and reduce the variability of input images. The 
experiments showed the recognition rate reached over 100% 
when multiple DWF-AFMT features were used. 
Keywords-Printed marking recognition, analytical Fourier-
Mellin transform (AFMT), Wavelet transforms, Optical 
Character Recognition (OCR)\ 

I. INTRODUCTION 
utomatic optical inspection (AOI) system vision has 
many important applications in the electronics 

manufacturing industry, including the evaluation and testing 
of electronic components, inspection of IC chips. In a 
manufacturing system, the IC chips are lined up in a running 
conveyor for marking inspection. Markings on the IC chips 
are captured as a movie clip by a charged couple device 
(CCD) (Figure1). In machine vision inspecting markings on 
IC chips, an incorrect decision on marking may result in 
inappropriate placement of chip on printed circuit board 
during assembly process. The software then identifies 
whether the IC marking is of good quality. Thus automatic 
inspection of IC markings attracted considerable interest 
(Cho et al., 2005). The software, are used to convert 
characters in the images to their corresponding ASCII 
values for subsequent operations. However, poor lighting 
conditions during image capture can seriously degrade the 
quality of the digitized image; especially images captured in 
non-uniform illumination conditions are often noisy and low 
in contrast. Both these image acquisition methods degrade 
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the quality of the digitized image, and directly influence the 
accuracy of character recognition 
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Figure 1.  IC chip marking inspection system 

The problem of finding reliable detection performance of 
the AOI for the character area for recognition of object IC 
chips marks is nowadays more present than ever. Since 
1950, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) has been very 
active in the application of automatic pattern recognition, 
now it is used to read the printed characters at high speed 
(Mantas, 1986; Shunji et al, 1992). OCR is widely used in 
recognition of hand written characters and printed characters 
using Artificial Intelligence techniques (Mantas, 1986; 
Shunji et al, 1992; Adnan et al., 1996; Nagarajan et al., 
2003). The OCR is applied for business card recognition 
(Wumo et al., 2001) where the manual input is optional, 
however, by scanning; the OCR is able to create an easier 
database. The document reading and analysis have reached 
an important position in certain markets. The application of 
OCR in the postal automation has followed into the banks 
and industrial recognition processes (Rafael and Richard, 
1993; Mauritius and Christopher, 2001; Oivind et al., 1996). 
A popular technique to analyze images for the purpose of 
automatic recognition is supervised learning. In supervised 
learning a representative set of images is available from 
which relevant features that uniquely characterize the 
objects in the images can be extracted. The extracted 
features then allow the computer to recognize similar 
objects in images that are not contained in the representative 
set. Techniques for feature extraction in image analysis 
commonly use a basis of functions to generate a subspace 
over which images are projected. The coefficients resulting 
from the projection are then, either directly or the result of a 
combination of them used as features to characterize the 
image. Many different types of invariant features and 
invariant representations have been studied (Brandt and Lin, 
1996) (Lin and Brandt, 1993). An approach is to represent 
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the images with frequency domain invariants that are 
derived from the Fourier-Mellin transform. The magnitude 
of the Fourier-Mellin transform is invariant with respect to 
rotation and scaling, but is incomplete. Although several 
sets of rotation and scaling invariant descriptors have been 
designed under the Fourier-Mellin transform framework 
(Milanese and Cherbuliez, 1999), the incompleteness 
property could not usually be satisfied. This is because the 
phase spectrum was always ignored. In order to overcome 
this problem, Ghorbel in Ref. (Ghorbel, 1994) proposed a 
complete set of rotation and scaling invariants under the 
analytical Fourier-Mellin transform (AFMT) based on the 
complete complex spectra. All above invariant transform 
have been extensively used in Image Analysis since they 
allow the extraction of rotation and scale invariant features 
for image recognition. Wavelets are also popular families of 
functions to build basis sets for feature extraction (Sastry et 
al., 2004; Li et al., 2004). Because of their efficiency to 
identify temporal/spatial features in different types of data 
sets, wavelet functions have gained popularity in a large 
domain of data classification applications. In (Lee and Pun, 
2003) a log-polar wavelet transform is used to extract 
rotation and scale invariant features for texture analysis. In 
(Shen and Ip, 1999) also proposes the extraction of shape 
descriptors using wavelet analysis.In this paper, a novel 
method of character identification based on the IC chips 
features extracted from the integrated discrete wavelet and 
the hybrid Fourier-AFMT framework (DWF-AFMT) is 
proposed. By using DWF-AFMT features, the distortion and 
alignment problems are alleviated while retaining the 
advantages of the image-based approach. In this proposed 
technique, discrete wavelet transform preserves the local 
edges and reduce the noise in the low frequency domain 
after the image decomposition, and hence makes the 
character images less sensitive to shape distortion. In 
addition to that, the reduced dimension of the images also 
helps to improve the computation efficiency. Fourier-AFMT 
produces a translation, rotation in plane and scale invariant 
feature. The linearity property of Fourier-AFMT enables 
multiple DWF-AFMT features to be used to form a 
reference invariant feature and hence reduce the variability 
of the input images. Based on the method, a IC chip 
character identification system has been designed.We 
exemplify the use of our framework using wavelet functions 
and measure the quality of the extracted IC chips features as 
image descriptors in an OCR experiment. The rest of this 
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the 
pattern recognition system which includes a  DWF-AFMT 
framework. In Section 3, we report our experiments. Finally 
in the last section, we draw the conclusion and point out 
some directions for future research. 

II. PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

A pattern recognition system includes three modules, i.e. the 
preprocessing stage, the extracted IC chip feature stage and 
the classification stage.  

Input Image
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The Extracted Feature Stage

The Classification Stage

Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed hybrid Fourier-
AFMT and project profile combination framework 
 
The framework of IC chip feature extraction is shown as 
Figure 2. Given an input face image, binarization converts 
the image pixels and the feature extractions are individually 
implemented with the hybrid Fourier-AFMT framework. 
Then classify an image feature by the shortest distance 
criterion. 

A.  The Processing Stage 
The input image is initially processed to improve its quality 
by normalizing the image with some threshold which helps 
to offset the differences resulting form changing 
environmental and lighting conditions, etc. It increases the 
contrast for obtaining a suitable binary (black and white) 
image from the grey image obtained by camera for character 
identification. It involves 
(1) Conversion of gray intensity image into a binary image 
by application of Canny method of segmentation (Canny, 
1986). It finds edges by looking for local maxima of the 
gradient of the B & W image. 
(2) Dilation using the linear morphological structuring 
element orthogonal to each other: Using this structuring 
element, holes and spots are filled, to make character 
localization easier. 
(3) Sub-sampling: Averaging filter is applied, based on a 
fixed standard/threshold, in order to reduce the number of 
pixels herein in the image, leading to lesser computational 
complexity. 

B. The Extracted Feature Stage 
(1). Extract facial expression insensitive using wavelet 
transform 
Wavelet transform is able to decompose image into a lower 
dimensional multi-resolution representation, which grants a 
compact hierarchical framework for interpreting the image 
information. The wavelet decomposition of a signal f(x) can 
be obtained by convolution of signal with a family of real 
orthonormal basis, )(, xbaψ ; 

∫
ℜ

− ℜ∈
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 (1) 
where 0,, ≠ℜ∈ aba are the dilation parameter and the 
translation parameter respectively. The basis function 
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)(, xbaψ  is obtained through translation and dilation of a 
kernel function )(xψ  known as mother wavelet as defined 
below: 

)2(2)( 2
, bxx aa
ba −= −− ψψ                                             

(2)                                          
The mother wavelet )(xψ  can be constructed from a scaling 
function, ψ(x). The scaling function ψ(x) satisfied the 
following two-scale difference equation  

∑ −=
n

nxnhx )2()(2)( φφ
                                            

(3)                                         

Where h(n) is the impulse response of a discrete filter which 
has to meet several conditions for the set of basis wavelet 
functions to be orthonormal and unique. The scaling 
function ψ(x) is related to the mother wavelet )(xψ  via 

∑ −=
n

nxngx )2()(2)( φψ                                            (4)                                       

The coefficient of the filter g(n) are conveniently extracted 
from filter h(n) from the following relation 

)1()1()( nhng n −−=                                                   (5)                                             
For 2D signal such as image, there exists an algorithm 
similar to the one-dimensional case for two dimensional 
wavelets and scaling functions obtained from one-
dimensional ones by tensorial product. This kind of two-
dimensional wavelet transform leads to a decomposition of 
approximation coefficients at level j-1 in four components: 
the approximations at level j, jL  and the details in three 
orientations (horizontal, vertical and diagonal), 

verticaljD , 

horizontaljD  and 
diagonaljD : 

[ ][ ] ),(**),(
1,21,21 nmLHHnmL jyxj ↓↓−=                     (6)                                

),(]]*[*[),( 2,11,21 nmLGHnmD jyxverticalj ↓↓−=                    
 (7)                                

The original image is decomposed into four subband 
images. Similarly, we can obtain two levels of the wavelet 
decomposition by applying wavelet transform on the low-
frequency band sequentially. According to wavelet theory, 
the low-frequency band is the smoothed version of original 
image with lower-dimensional space. It also contains the 
highest-energy content within the four subbands. The low-
frequency band features are insensitive to the expressions 
and small occlusion. Hence, if applying n level wavelet 
decomposition to the capital image, the recognition 
performance and space dimension were affected. In this 
paper, we let n = 2 applying in the letter images group. 
 

(2). Analytical Fourier-Mellin transforms (AFMT) 

This is then followed by our proposed hybrid complete 
invariant under the AFMT transform frameworks, 
respectively. For clarity, the basic notation used can be 
described as follows. We denote the Cartesian spatial 
domain by (x, y) and the Cartesian frequency domain by (u, 
v); we denote the log-polar coordinates by (ρ, φ) and the 
polar coordinates by (r, θ). When an image (or a spectra ) is 
converted to the log-polar or polar coordinates, the intensity 
(or spectral ) function name is preserved while the variable 
is replaced with (ρ, φ) or (r, θ), respectively.  

 
(A). The analytical Fourier-Mellin transform 

It is well known that the direct similarity group on the plane 
is equivalent to the space of polar coordinates: 

{ }πθθ 200),( <<>=Π andrr  
The Fourier-Mellin Transform on Π can be defined as: 

,),(),(),(ˆ
0

2

0
θθ θπ

d
r
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∫ ∫== (8)    

for Zu∈  and Rv∈         
It is the Fourier-Mellin Transform of the irradiance 
distribution f(r, θ) in a two-dimensional image expressed in 
polar coordinates can be taken in the image center of gravity 
in order to obtain invariance under translations. 
The integral (8) diverges in general, since the convergence 
is indeed under the assumption that f(r, θ) is equivalent to 
K αr  (α>0 and K a constant) in a neighborhood of the origin 
(the center of gravity of the observed image). For this 
reason, the Analytical Fourier-Mellin transform (AFMT) 
was defined by 

∫ ∫+ +−=+=
R

iviu
f d

r
drrerfivsuM

π σθ θθσ
2

0
),(),( ,    (9)                 

For Zu∈ , Rv∈  and 0>σ . f is assumed to be square 
summable under the measure dθdr /r. 
The AFMT of an object f can be seen as the usual FMT of 
the distorted object fσ(r,θ)=rσf(r,θ). The AFMT gives a 
complete description of gray-level objects since f can be 
retrieved by its inverse transform given by  

∫ ∑
∈

++=
R

Zv

iviu
f dvreivuMrf σθσθ ),(),(  

With a variable change on the integral (q=ln(r) instead of r), 
the equation (9) can be rewritten into Fourier transforms as 
follows: 

∫ ∫
+∞

∞−

+−=
π θσ θθ
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f
        

(10)                    

A fast algorithm is obtained by computing a two 
dimensional Fast Fourier Transform on the log-polar 
distorted object ).,( θσ qq efe The log-polar sampling is built 
from the points obtained by the intersection between N 
beans originating from the image centroid and M concentric 
circles with exponentially increasing radii. In this paper, we 
have chosen N=80 and M=80 for E, F, H and T Database, 
and σ= 0.5 (Fig.3) 

 

Fig.3 The original image (left), The log-polar image of 
origin (middle), the magnitude image of AFMT (right). 

Let us recall the transformation law of the analytical 
Fourier-Mellin transform for planar similarities. Let g be the 
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orientation and size change of an object f by the angle 
]2;0[ πβ ∈  and the scale factor ∗

+R , i.e. ),(),( βθαθ += rfrg . 
These two objects have the same shape and denoted similar 
objects. One can easily shows that the AFMT of g and f are 
related by : 

),(),( vkMevkM f
ikiv

g σσ

βσα +−=                                   
  (11)                                

For all k in Z, v in R and σ>0. 
Equation (11) is called the shift theorem and suggests that 
the AFMT is well suited for the computation of global shape 
features which are invariant to the object position, 
orientation and size. 
 

(B). A complete set of Fourier-Mellin features 

Since the usual Fourier-Mellin transforms of two similar 
objects only differ by a phase factor (Eq. (11) without 
the σα −  term), a set of global invariant descriptors regardless 
of the object position, orientation and size, is generally 
extracted by computing the modulus of some Fourier-Mellin 
coefficients (Crimmins, 1982). A set like this is not 
complete since the phase information is lost and it only 
represents a signature of the shape. Due to the lack of 
completeness, one can find distinct objects with identical 
descriptor values and a classification process may mix up 
objects, which is critical for content-based retrieval from 
image database (both false positive and true negative 
matches). 
Recently, a complete family of similarity invariant 
descriptors based on the AFMT has been suggested 
(Ghorbel, 1994). This family can be easily written and 
applied to any strictly positive σ value as follows: 

),()0,0(),( ))0,1(( vkMeMvkI f
MikArgiv

ff
f

σ

σ

σσ

σ ⋅⋅= +−  (12)                
for all k in Z , v in R. 
Each feature I(k, v) is constructed in order to compensate the 

βσα ikive+−  term that appears in the shift theorem (11). The 
compensation is achieved via the two Fourier-Mellin 
coefficients, M(0, 0) and M(1, 0), which are the 
normalization parameters. The set in Eq. (12) is complete 
since it is possible (i) to recover the FMT of an object from 
all of their invariant descriptors and the two normalization 
parameters by inverting Eq. (12); (ii) to reconstruct the 
original image by the inverse AFMT. 
 

C. Proposed Fourier-AFMT transforms 

When considering the translation, rotation and scaling 
together, we combine the translational invariant with the 
rotation and scaling invariant to construct a hybrid complete 
invariant under the Fourier-Mellin transform scheme. Indeed 
the translation property of the Fourier transform is the basis 
of these above invariants, which is also satisfied in the 
complex domain. Through the combination of Fourier 
invariant and AFMT invariant, we can construct a hybrid 
complete similarity invariant as followings: 

)),(()( ⋅=⋅ FAFMTS                                                       (13)                                     

Note that because AFMT( ． ) is directly applied to a 
complex spectrum but not separately applied to a magnitude 
spectrum and a phase spectrum to generate two invariant 
descriptors, the obtained hybrid invariant descriptor is 
complete. 
But then, due to the reciprocal scaling property of the 
Fourier transform, when the property of Eq. (11) is applied 
in the polar domain of Fourier spectra, it needs to be 
modified as follows: 

),(),( 2 vkMevkM f
ivik

g σσ

βσα −−=                                        
 (14)                                  

The AFMT invariant of Eq. (12) is also modified as follows: 
),()))1,0((varexp()0,0(),(

)2/()2(
vkMMgiMvkI ff

ik

ff σσσσ

σσ
⋅−⋅=

−++−

(15) 
In the same manner as Eq. (13), we can construct a hybrid 
complete invariant under the AFMT scheme as follows: 

))(()( ⋅=⋅ FAFMTS M                                                      (16) 
           III. CLASSIFICATION STAGE                                         

For IC chips features recognition purposes, the classification 
of an unknown object into a set of reference patterns is 
achieved by several comparison methods. Besides them, the 
direct comparison of a couple of features, neural networks, 
or statistical classifiers, by means of intra- and inter-class 
similarity measures. 
Since the invariant set of Eq.(12) is also convergent for 
square summable functions, it can be shown that the 
following function defines a true mathematical distance 
between shapes (Ghorbel, 1994): 

2/1
1

1

2

2 ),(),(),( 
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+

−
∈zk

gfgf dvvkIvkIIId
σσσσ

        (17) 

This distance is an Euclidean distance expressed in the 
invariant domain. Theoretically, it is zero if and only if the 
objects are identical up to a similarity transformation. Due 
to numerical sampling and approximation, we never have 
exactly zero and the value of the distance is used for the 
quantification for the similarity between objects, regardless 
of their pose, orientation and size in the image. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
Four binary images were used as IC chip feature prototypes, 
each containing a capital letter E, F, H, or T. Each letter has 
a uniform intensity equal to 1, and the uniform background 
of the images is set to 0. From each prototype, 96 versions 
are obtained by scale, orientation, or noisy changes of the 
letter (Fig.4). The resultant images show that the original 
feature image is low in contrast and has low gray levels. The 
96 images containing the same letter are considered an 
image group. The invariant features 

σf
M for each image in 

the group should be identical.  
Because translation will not change the relative position of 
the centre of mass of the letter, our major concern is the AOI 
system’s performance on rotation angles are 30, 60, 90, 120, 
180 and 2400, and the four different scaling factors are 0.6, 
0.8, 1.0 and 1.2. The noisy images are added at three levels 
with Gaussian noise having a mean value equal to 0 and a 
standard deviation(SD) equal to 0.04, 0.08 and 0.12. In this 
paper, 2 levels decomposition are performed on a image 
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with size 300 × 300 pixels. The 80 × 80 pixels sub-images 
have been chosen and it was interpolated and re-sampled in 
log-polar coordinates with 80 beans in the angular direction 
and 80 concentric circles in the radial direction.  

 

 

Fig. 4. parts of four pattern groups: (1) with prototypes; 
(2) scaled by the factor 0.6 and with rotated by 300; (3) 

scaled by the factor 0.8, rotated by 600 and with noise SD 
0.04; (4) with prototype, rotated by 1800, and with noise 

SD 0.08; (5) 

In the proposed method, Fourier-AFMT is based on Fourier 
Transform theory, which has a linear property. This implies 
that multiple m DWF-AFMT features can be used to form a 
reference DWF-AFMT feature and just only one 
representation per user needs to be stored in the database. 
The representation for each user, (DWF-AFMTui) can be 
formulated as follow: 

∑
=

⋅=⋅
m

j

i
jui AFMTDWF

m
AFMTDWF

1

1  

Where DWF-AFMT, is the invariance feature of the jth view 
image of the ith character. Producing a DWF-AFMTu feature 
from different training images, could relax various 
variability that occur during the acquisition process, such as 
sharp distortion and noise. 

A. Classification in feature space 

A database of 384 images of size 300×300 including 96 
images per character from 4 characters have been used for 
experiments. We have chosen 80×80 sub-images such that 
the central sub-image to be entirely located in the pattern in 
all images. Each image is thus represented in a 441 
dimensional feature space obtained by the magnitude of 
central analytical Fourier-Mellin harmonics (K=V=10). The 
recognition performances achieved by using the proposed 
DWF-AFMT features have been evaluated using a k-NN 

classifier. A number of k images from each character (for a 
total of 4k images) have been used as the training set, 
whereas the remaining 96-k images from each character (for 
a total of 4× (96-k)) have been used for testing. The 
interclass distances among the four prototypes are given in 
Table 1. The intraclass distances for each group of pattern 
points is defined by the mean-square error 

( ) ( )
2

2
11

1 ∑
=

−
−

=
N

i
fif MM

N
σ , 

Where N = 24 is the total number of images in the group and 
i=1 corresponds to the prototype. The root-mean-square 
errors for each group are given in Table 2, which are taken 
as clustering criteria for the images groups. By comparison 
with the interclass distances in Table 1, all four image 
groups are well clustered and well separated from one 
another.  
Table 1. Interclass Distances among prototypes E, F, H  

prototypes E F H T 

E 0 0.4676 1.3515 0.7939 

F 0.4676 0 1.3046 0.7674 

H 1.3515 1.3046 0 1.5798 

T 0.7939 0.7674 1.5798 0 

 

Table 2. Intraclass Distances for the Image Groups E, F, 
H and T 

prototype E F H T 
σ 0.8683 0.7968 1.1424 0.5943 

By comparison with the interclass distances of Table 1 and 
2, an explanation for this may be as follows. The first one is 
that the interclass distance between capital letter E and F 
tend to be smaller than that between capital letter E and H. 
When interclass distance between two characters is small, 
any variation on digit will lead this digit to be easily 
confused with the other. The second reason why capital 
letter E and F digits are harder to classify than H and T 
digits is that the variance in image groups H and T are in 
general higher than that in case of E and F. The comparison 
characters images recognitions are done by studying the 
performances of different classification techniques. Five 
different nearest neighbor rule from k = 1 to k = 5, table 3 
shows the results for higher nearest neighborhood classifiers 
of better recognition rate comparison. 

Table 3. Comparison of  5 classification techniques on 
characters images recognitions 

K-NN 1-NN 2-NN 3-NN 4-NN 5-NN 

Recognition 
rate 

0.73 0.92 0.92 0.96 0.97 

(1)        (2)        (3)       (4)        (5) 
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The recognition rate from each noisy (SD=0.04, 0.08 and 
0.12) and deformed image to all the four prototypes are 
shown in Table 4. By the nearest neighbor rule, these noisy 
images recognition rate showed in a descending order form 
top to bottom. It is clear that the decay of recognition rate of 
different classifiers for all the cases. 
Table 4. Comparison of 5 classification techniques on 
characters noisy images recognitions 
 

Recognitio
n rate 

SD=
0 

SD=0.0
4 

SD=0.0
8 

SD=0.1
2 

1-NN 0.73 0.60 0.53 0.41 
2-NN 0.92 0.72 0.52 0.5 
3-NN 0.92 0.67 0.45 0.35 
4-NN 0.96 0.64 0.44 0.32 
5-NN 0.97 0.66 0.46 0.33 

 
The recognition performances achieved by using the 
proposed DWF-AFMT features have been evaluated using 
different (K,V) pairs. The most interesting observation may 
be noticed from Table 5.  It increases almost linearly with 
(K,V) pairs for different noise conditions. This result shows 
that, in general, that higher value (K,V) are more robust 
against noise. 
 
Table 4. Comparison of different (K,V) of the proposed 
DWF-AFMT on characters noisy images recognitions 

Recognition 
rate 

SD=0 SD=0.04 SD=0.08 SD=0.12 

K=V=7 0.97 0.65 0.41 0.30 

K=V=10 0.97 0.66 0.46 0.32 

K=V=15 0.97 0.72 0.54 0.43 

K=V=20 0.97 0.73 0.55 0.46 

B.  Recognition results 

We use 5 - NN classifier, have 3 misclassifies only. As the 
following experiment, 75% recognition rate for a 
misclassified. The recognition results for different scaling 
factors are given in Table 5, while the recognition results for 
a combination of rotation and scaling are shown in Table 6. 
We shall emphasis on testing for robustness to noise in 
Table 7. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of this 
feature extraction algorithm against geometric variation. 

 

Table 5. Recognition result for different scaling factors 

Scale factors 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
Recognition 75% 100% 100% 100% 

rate 
 

Table 6. Recognition rate for different rotation angles and scaling 
factors 

 300 600 900 1800 2400 
0.6 100% 100% 100% 75% 100% 
0.8 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1.2 100% 100% 75% 100% 100% 

V. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we proposed the integrated discrete wavelet 
and the hybrid Fourier-AFMT framework (DWF-AFMT) 
for IC chips marking inspection. We focus our attention in 
this contribution on two particular points. The first one deals 
with the computation of a new set of invariant features 
allowing the classification of multi-oriented and multi-
scaled patterns the estimation of characters orientation. 
From this point, the interests of this computation rely on the 
possibility to use this Analytical Fourier Mellin transform 
within a “filtering mode” that permits to solve the difficult 
problem of optical character recognition. The second point 
deals with the characters noisy images. These results are in 
agreement with the analysis of Section 3.1. They confirm 
that DWF-AFMT is more robust against noise. In this paper, 
we also present four different feature extraction methods 
have been studied for the marking inspection. The 
recognition accuracy of the proposed methods with 5-NN 
classifier is over 97%. As a conclusion, the proposed system 
is successfully developed and tested to solve the 
semiconductor industry problems 
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